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		Uncommon answers to common questions about TV

	
		 

	
		'Is TV dumbing us down?', 'what is a precinct drama?', 'why does all TV look the same?', 'has TV changed politics?', 'who regulates TV', 'is TV finished?' Viewers and students of TV have a healthy curiosity about the medium and ask all sorts of general questions about it, but you have to look hard to find the answers. 'TV FAQs' does what it says on the cover: it answers just about everything you've always wanted to know about Television, in witty and highly informative form and is written by a leading TV writer, thinker, educator and long-term producer.

	
		 

	
		Starting with commonly asked questions - factual, technical, ethical, content-based, controversial, plain cheeky - 'TV FAQ' crisply answers them and outlines comprehensive and often novel arguments replying to the issues raised and the concerns that motivate them. Each entry contains examples, ranging from a detailed deconstruction of an episode of 'NYPD Blue', to the way that audience statistics are produced, and how television gains (and sometimes forfeits) our trust. Answers can be read down, across - with links between entries - or dipped into as required.

		'TV FAQ' will make you a fully informed and knowledgable, entertained and argumentative TV expert.
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The Economics of Evaluating Water Projects: Hydroelectricity Versus Other UsesSpringer, 2012

	This book presents research on a kind of water use conflicts that is becoming more and more common and important: How to best manage moving water in times of increasing demand for electricity as well as environmental services. How should decisions be made between water use for electricity generation or for environmental and recreational...
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Oracle Database Transactions and Locking RevealedApress, 2014

	Oracle Database Transactions and Locking Revealed provides much-needed information for building scalable, high-concurrency applications and deploy them against the Oracle Database. Read this short, 150-page book that is adapted from Expert Oracle Database Architecture to gain a solid and accurate understanding of how locking...
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Obesity: Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, and Prevention (CRC Press series in Modern Nutrition Science)CRC Press, 2007

	The obesity epidemic has spawned an unlimited array of quick-fix, rapid weight loss plans and unproven pharmaceuticals. Dangerous side effects and rebound weight gain has made the cure seem worse than the syndrome itself and left people uncertain where to turn. The only way to safely deal with the global obesity problem is to develop...
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PIC Microcontroller: An Introduction to Software & Hardware InterfacingCengage Learning, 2004

	This book presents a thorough introduction to the Microchip PIC microcontroller family, including all of the PIC programming and interfacing for all the peripheral functions. A step-by-step approach to PIC assembly language programming is presented, with tutorials that demonstrate how to use such inherent development tools such as the...
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IssueWeb: A Guide and Sourcebook for Researching Controversial Issues on the WebLibraries Unlimited, 2004
What student has graduated from col lege with out writing an opinion or position pa per? We dare to venture that the num ber is quite small. After all, opinion papers are an av enue for teaching critical think ing skills. They can help stu dents understand whether their opin ion on a topic has a bias, is based on suf ficient information, and falls...
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Wiley Not-For-Profit Accounting Field Guide, 2003John Wiley & Sons, 2003
An Easy-to-Read Pocket Guide to Not-for-Profit Accounting
Here is a quick reference to the unique accounting and financial reporting issues affecting not-for-profit organizations today. Portable and designed to fit easily into your briefcase or pocket, it is written in the active voice and covers the gamut of fundamental GAAP accounting...
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